SUMMARY  Modern memory devices such as DRAM are prone to errors that occur because of unintended bit flips during their operation. Since memory errors severely impact in-memory key-value stores (KVSes), software mechanisms for hardening them against memory errors are being explored. However, it is hard to efficiently test the memory error handling code due to its characteristics: the code is event-driven, the handlers depend on the memory object, and in-memory KVSes manage various objects in huge memory space. This paper presents MemFI that supports runtime tests for the memory error handlers of in-memory KVSes. Our approach performs the software fault injection of memory errors at the memory object level to trigger the target handler while smoothly carrying out tests on the same running state. To show the effectiveness of MemFI, we integrate error handling mechanisms into a real-world in-memory KVS, memcached 1.6.9 and check their behavior using the MemFI prototypes. The results show that the MemFI-based runtime test allows us to check the behavior of the error handling mechanisms. We also show its efficiency by comparing it to other fault injection approaches based on a trial model.
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1. Introduction

A memory error is an event in which the logical state of one or multiple bits is read differently from how it was last written. Memory errors may be caused by electrical or magnetic interference (e.g., due to cosmic rays) or by hardware problems (e.g., a bit being permanently damaged). A study has revealed that memory errors affect 32% of datacenter servers in a year and that 1.3% of such errors are not correctable [1]. Another study at Facebook showed that the memory error rate has increased as DRAM technology scales to smaller feature sizes [2],[3]. Moreover, emerging memory technologies such as 3D XPoint are likely to have a higher incidence of memory cell failures because their endurance is lower than that of DRAM [4],[5]. Although an error correction code (ECC) hardware module is the standard means of detecting and correcting such memory errors, multi-bit memory errors in the same word, which are rare but critical to computer systems, cannot be fixed by the widely used ECC memory based on single error correction-double error detection (SEC-DED) [6],[7]. Recent field studies on DRAM and SSDs [1],[8]–[10] have shown that detectable but uncorrectable media errors by ECC hardware frequently occur.

Since memory errors have a severe impact on in-memory key-value stores (KVSes), which manage data items in an associative manner and are typically used for data caching in modern web services [11]–[14], software mechanisms for hardening them against the memory errors are being explored [15]–[18]. In-memory KVSes such as memcached [19] and Redis [20] manage a tremendous number of items in memory, sometimes hundreds of gigabytes of memory in real-world platforms [21],[22], to achieve high throughput and low latency. Such a large memory footprint causes in-memory KVSes to face relatively more memory errors compared with other applications. In-memory KVSes affected by memory errors return wrong values or conduct their reboots for recovery, which are time-consuming due to hundreds of gigabytes of memory restoration [23].

Testing of memory error handlers is mandatory. Since the memory error handlers update the internals of the running in-memory KVSes, the handlers' bugs cause the misbehavior and sometimes crashes of the KVSes. For example, the software-based ECC fixes the contents of the damaged KVs, and the partial-surgery prunes the damaged KVs and rebuilds other objects such as hash tables and free lists. Since bugs in the handlers can set incorrect KVs and break metadata structures, the KVS repaired by a buggy handler cannot run properly.

However, software mechanisms for memory errors pose a challenge in testing their memory error handling code. Due to its unique characteristics, it is hard to test the behavior of memory error handlers efficiently. First, the handling code is executed only when the target software faces memory errors in its address space. Such an event-driven code is hard to walk even with modern fuzzing testing [24]–[27] since the different types of KV commands, such as get and set, generated as inputs to in-memory KVSes do not lead to memory error handler execution. Second, the handlers depend on the memory objects. Although the software fault injection tool [28]–[32] is sometimes the only way to trigger the handling code execution by rewriting memory contents as memory errors, it takes quite a long time to check the target handler; typical fault injectors randomly choose memory addresses and instructions for error injection. To test the target handler, its developers have to repeatedly perform the fault injection until the injector inserts a memory error to
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the corresponding memory object among various objects in the in-memory KVS. Lastly, restoring an in-memory KVS running state is time-consuming that tests on the same state can be a non-trivial task. For example, in checking each behavior of memory error handlers for metadata, key, and value on the in-memory KVS with full items, the developers feed tens to hundreds of gigabytes of KVs into it every handler test.

This paper presents MemFI that supports runtime tests for the memory error handling code of in-memory KVSes. The key idea behind MemFI is to perform the software fault injection of memory errors at the memory object level and check the target handlers in a phase-based manner. Unlike conventional fault injectors, MemFI identifies memory objects in the address space and injects bit flips to the memory addresses within the target object, such as metadata and keys. The MemFI-based runtime test consists of three phases; warm-up, injection, and check phases. In the warm-up phase, a tester stores KVs to the in-memory KVS until its internals becomes one on which he or she wants to test, while specifying the memory addresses to inject memory errors in the injection phase. The check phase executes the fault-injected in-memory KVS and quickly reverts its state just after the warm-up phase. As the case studies, we integrate two memory error handling mechanisms [15], [17] into real-world in-memory KVSes, memcached [19] and Redis [20], and check their behavior with the MemFI prototypes. Our experimental results show that the MemFI-based runtime tests allow us to check the runtime behavior of the error handling mechanisms. To compare the MemFI-based test to other fault injector-based ones, we build a trial model that estimates the trial numbers of fault injections required for checking the behavior of the target handler.

This paper is substantially extends our previous work [33]. The main differences are that we (1) prototyped MemFI on Redis and performed MemFI-based runtime tests for partial-surgery and checksum-based logging for it, (2) compared the prototype to typical random fault injectors based on the trial model, and (3) discussed the motivation of runtime tests for memory error handlers and work related to our in more detail.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We present MemFI that supports runtime tests for memory error handling code of in-memory KVSes. Compared with the existing software testing schemes, the approach is characterized as follows. MemFI allows us to test memory error handling code. MemFI triggers different memory error handlers. It is also a pure software approach that does not require any modification of the underlying hardware and in-memory KVS source code (Sec. 3).

• To test memory error handlers, MemFI offers three techniques; memory object-level fault injection, error-firing control, and phase-based testing. The memory object-level fault injection extracts the virtual addresses of objects and injects errors to the specified addresses. The error-firing control fires memory errors at various instructions accessing the specified addresses. The phase-based testing clearly decouples a phase for warm-up the target in-memory KVS from software testing. In the MemFI-based runtime test, we perform various test trials, each of which consists of specifying the memory address to inject an error and accessing the error-injected address on the warm-up in-memory KVS (Sec. 4 and 5).

• We apply MemFI into two real-world in-memory KVSes on Linux 5.10.0; memcached 1.6.9 and Redis 6.2.7. We implement the partial-surgery [15] and software-ECC [17] on memcached, and check their behavior with the memcached-integrated MemFI. We also implement the partial-surgery and extend the KV saving feature to be memory error-aware on Redis, and test their code with MemFI (Sec. 6 and 7).

• To show the efficiency of MemFI-based runtime tests, we build a trial model that estimates how many fault injection trials are required to comprehensively check the target error handlers. Using it, we compare our prototypes to other fault injectors (Sec. 8).

2. Motivation

2.1 In-memory KVSes under Memory Errors

Modern memory devices such as DRAM are prone to errors that occur because of unintended bit flips during their operation [1], [3], [34]. There are two types of memory errors: hard (or recurring) and soft (or transient). Hard errors are caused by physical device defects and environmental factors such as humidity, temperature, and utilization. Typically, hard errors affect multiple bits. On the other hand, soft errors transiently occur as a result of charged particle emissions from chip packages or the atmosphere. In particular, some researchers and practitioners have performed field studies on the characteristics of memory errors occurred in real-world data centers [1], [34]–[36], while others have investigated the behavior of software and hardware when memory errors occur [37]–[40].

While ECC hardware modules that detect and correct memory errors are widely employed to mitigate such errors, ECC-uncorrectable memory errors that can be detected but cannot be fixed by ECC modules affect the running applications. The current ECC modules cannot always fix memory errors. SEC-DED and DEC-TED correct only single and double-bit errors, thus failing to fix three or more bit errors. Chipkill [41] can correct memory errors in 1/8 chip and detect the errors in 2/8 chips but cannot handle memory errors that damage 3/8 chips. Some researchers have studied such multi-bit memory errors [37], [42].

The standard way to handle memory errors is to restart the affected applications. If an administrator detects a memory error in the address space of the running process, he or
she relaunches the process if necessary. This reboot-based recovery implicitly assumes that target applications are stateless so that their memory objects can be quickly restored after the reboot. Since in-memory KVSe manages many memory objects, such as KVs and the running states on their memory space, rebooting them loses all memory objects. Restoring the memory objects is costly and leads to significant performance degradation. The restarted in-memory KVSe performs at a level much lower than their peak performance until the memory objects are restored. The common way to restore memory objects is to access a backing store like local/shared storage or replica just after the in-memory KVSe fails. The restarted in-memory KVSe fetches the KVs from the sources to store them in its in-memory cache. This is widely known as a time-consuming task [23].

2.2 Testing Handlers for Memory Errors

In this paper, we try to answer the following question: How can we test the memory error handlers of in-memory KVSeS efficiently? Expensive hardware modules for memory errors are not preferable and sometimes even unacceptable because of their high power consumption and design complexity [43], [44]. The researchers have studied software-based approaches to enforcing in-memory KVSeS to survive memory errors [15]–[18]. The partial-surgery [15] allows in-memory KVSeS to prune damaged memory objects and reconstructs their internal structures by using only the undamaged ones. Software-based ECC [17] uses three different ECC codes that provide more powerful memory protection than regular hardware-based ECC does for metadata, keys, and values, while Ring [18] leverages r-way replication and Reed-Solomon coding for the integrity of the target KVs. NEMESIS [45] and FlipBack [46] are compiler-based. NEMESIS runs three versions of computations and detects soft errors by checking the results of all memory write and branch operations, and FlipBack leverages compile-time analysis and program markup to identify data critical for control flow and enables selective replication of computations by the runtime system. These motivate us to explore a way to support the runtime tests of the error handlers.

Testing the mechanisms for memory errors is non-trivial due to the following characteristics of their code and in-memory KVSeS. These motivate us to explore a way to support the runtime tests of the error handlers.

The memory error handlers are event-driven: Their code is executed only when the target software accesses memory objects damaged by memory errors, and such code is hard to execute even with fuzzing testing that forces the target software to walk its as many code paths as possible by feeding different types of KV commands into it. For example, the recovery logics of the partial-surgery and the compiler-based approaches never run until the object damaged by a memory error is accessed.

The memory error handlers depend on the memory objects: The handlers perform recovery specific to each type of memory objects. When memory errors damage a KV, the partial-surgery-aware Redis removes only the KV from its chain hash. On the other hand, when memory errors affect a KV metadata named dictEntry that has hash chain pointers, it reconstructs its hash chain since the successors in the damaged metadata cannot be accessed. The software fault injection is an effective and sometimes only way to trigger the handling code by rewriting the memory contents as memory errors. However, almost all fault injectors randomly choose memory addresses for error injection. Hence, to test an error handler, the developer must repeatedly perform fault injections until the tool inserts a memory error to the address in the corresponding object.

Restoring the running states of in-memory KVSeS is time-consuming: Modern in-memory KVSeS typically utilize tens to hundreds of gigabytes of memory and consist of various objects. For example, memcached’s internals consists of size-based slabs, its metadata named slabclass_t, LRU- and free-lists in each slabclass, a chain-based hash table, etc. It is desirable to test when the target in-memory KVSe is filled up with KVs, rather than using only a few KVs because these objects increase as more KVs are, and checking whether the error handlers keep the consistency of the objects is mandatory. Feeding tens to hundreds of gigabytes of KVs to the target in-memory KVSe in every handlers’ test takes quite a long time.

3. MemFI

This paper presents MemFI that supports testing memory error handling code in in-memory KVSeS. MemFI offers a runtime test environment where the behavior of memory error handlers can be checked. The runtime test is reasonable for the handlers since their behavior depends largely on the internals of the running in-memory KVSe. The handlers must recover damaged memory objects cooperatively with the undamaged objects. Some handlers repair damaged objects and modify the undamaged objects so that the recovered in-memory KVSeS consistently run. For example, the partial-surgery-aware memcached prunes the damaged KV and updates the chain-based hash to unregister it. Note that the goal of MemFI is different from that of traditional FI tools; traditional FI tools aim to test the reliability of the entire software, while MemFI aims to facilitate the testing of handler behavior during the development phase.

The design of MemFI is driven by the following goals:

- Triggers memory error handling code: MemFI forces in-memory KVSeS to execute their memory error handlers so that we can check their runtime behavior.
- Executes various memory error handlers: MemFI supports the runtime tests of memory error handlers prepared for different memory objects.
- Quickly restores runtime states of in-memory KVSeS: To efficiently check different handlers on the same runtime state of the in-memory KVSe, MemFI restores the target memory state without time-consuming
MemFI targets memory errors in the address space of in-memory KVSES. Their memory error handlers are mainly designed for such memory errors in the heap region since the memory objects on the heap, such as KVs and their metadata, dominate the memory utilization of the in-memory KVSES. Our fault model has two types of memory errors occurred at the use-space memory. The first is an n bit-flip error that n bits in the same word are changed. Like traditional software fault injectors, MemFI injects n bit changes into the specified virtual addresses by overwriting their bit sequences. The second is an error that is detectable but not correctable by the ECC hardware, referred to as an ECC-uncorrectable memory error. MemFI mimics the errors’ behavior, as described in Sec. 4. MemFI does not target memory error and its handlers inside privileged software such as OS kernels and hypervisors. The user-space memory in in-memory KVSES is much larger than the kernel-space memory. Although memory errors severely impact such privileged software and the mechanisms for memory errors are studied [47], their runtime tests are out of the scope of this paper.

4. Design Details

4.1 Overview

The MemFI runtime test consists of three phases: warm-up, injection, and check phases. Fig. 2 shows an overview of these phases. The warm-up phase sets up the target in-memory KVS for the runtime tests of the memory error handlers. In this phase, their developers feed KVs into the in-memory KVS and then take a memory snapshot of it to skip sending KV commands to recreate the same running states. The injection phase is for inserting memory errors at the memory object level. The MemFI engine, running in the address space of the in-memory KVS, extracts the object’s virtual addresses and rewrites memory contents on the specified addresses. The check phase sends KV commands to the fault-injected in-memory KVS to trigger the target error handler. After checking its behavior, we restore the in-memory KVS state from the memory snapshot taken in the warm-up phase and move to the next trial to test other memory error handlers.

Designing MemFI poses several technical challenges: (1) How does MemFI know the virtual addresses of the memory objects in the in-memory KVS?, (2) When does MemFI insert memory errors in the target memory object?, (3) How does MemFI mimic ECC-uncorrectable memory errors? MemFI overcomes these challenges with software techniques described as follows.

4.2 Memory Object Identification

Extracting the memory objects in the target in-memory KVS and their addresses does not come for free. The data types of memory objects are different even among in-memory KVSES, and the layout of memory objects depends on their running states. Memcached employs a slab allocator and
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The developer first queries the MemFI engine to the address of the memory object corresponding to the handler. The engine tracks the internals of the in-memory KVS to find the requested memory object and return its address. Then, the developer inserts a memory error to the address using the MemFI engine and sends KV commands so that the fault-injected in-memory KVS can invoke the target handler. Note that MemFI engines must be designed for each in-memory KVS since they leverage application-specific knowledge such as global variables and object types. As case studies, we prototype MemFI engines for memcached and Redis, as described in detail in Sec.6 and Sec.7.

4.3 Error-firing Control

Although the object-level fault injection efficiently triggers the target error handler, we must consider the timings of accessing the object for a comprehensive runtime test. Access to the same object in the command processing and maintenance tasks in the in-memory KVSes occurs multiple times. For example, memcached accesses the requested KV’s metadata 36 times in a get command processing. A naive approach is to insert an error into the target object in the injection phase and start the check phase by sending a command. The approach covers the only case where the in-memory KVS faces the error at the first access to the object in the command processing; we miss the handler checks at the other access points.

MemFI leverages a dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) technique to observe the handler’s behavior at any point of accessing the damaged memory object. Fig. 3 shows
an overview of the fault injection point extraction in MemFI. MemFI fires a memory error at the only point specified in advance. In the injection phase, the MemFI engine detects all the instructions accessing a given object in a command processing by monitoring the memory accesses, and we specify the instructions to fire the injected errors. In the check phase, the engine hooks the instructions by a DBI tool at runtime, fires the errors, and executes the hooked instructions, resulting in the execution of the corresponding error handler.

To check a memory error handler in the MemFI-based runtime test, in the injection phase, a developer obtains the virtual address of the target memory object in the warm-up in-memory KVS and passes the MemFI engine the address for the memory error injection. The MemFI engine next detects the injection candidates of the instructions accessing the memory address in processing a given command. The developer specifies a candidate, and then the engine restores the in-memory KVS, whose state is just before processing the command. When the in-memory KVS executes the specified instruction, the MemFI engine hooks the instruction and injects the memory error to the virtual address. The instruction accesses the memory object damaged by the fault injection and triggers the execution of the target handler. If the developer performs a comprehensive test or is hard to specify the error-firing instruction, he or she can resort to injecting errors, the instructions one by one. Conversely, the developer can specify the error-firing instruction when the test scenarios are clear. These manual tasks are non-trivial and sometimes even challenging for developers of the target software. One of our future work is to mitigate these tasks by preparing support tools and/or automating the tasks, as described in Sec. 9.

Note that MemFI’s checkpoint-based restoration does not guarantee that the internals of the in-memory KVS is always the same in receiving a command. Some in-memory KVSes, like Memcached, handle KV commands by multiple worker threads that are scheduled non-deterministically. Even if such in-memory KVSes receive the same command at a time, the running state of the in-memory KVS is not always the same. The MemFI-based runtime tests can fail to fire the memory errors since the specified instruction cannot be executed due to the nondeterministic thread execution. MemFI can avoid this problem by employing deterministic thread scheduling mechanisms [48],[49], though we have never faced any problems come from nondeterministic thread scheduling in our experiments.

4.4 ECC-uncorrectable Memory Error Injection

We also take care of the injection of ECC-uncorrectable memory errors. When a memory region damaged by ECC-uncorrectable memory errors is accessed, the ECC module causes an interrupt with their physical addresses. The OS kernel typically terminates the processes whose address space involves those damaged regions. Specifically, When an in-memory KVS accesses the memory contents damaged by ECC-uncorrectable memory errors, the ECC module causes a non maskable interrupt (NMI). The OS kernel catches it and then invokes the NMI handler. The NMI handler checks the physical address informed by the ECC module and then identifies the accessing process. The default NMI handler terminates the process. In the partial-surgery [15], the extended NMI handler notifies the process of the error and exposes the virtual address of the damaged memory contents. And then, the in-memory KVS invokes the recovery handler of the partial-surgery. Even if multiple-bit errors are injected to the target memory address by rewriting the current contents from software fault injection tools like bit-flip injections, these rewrites are regular updates from the viewpoint of the ECC module; thus, such software-level rewrites cannot cause the hardware behavior in the ECC module error detection.

MemFI mimics the software behavior in accessing the memory address damaged by ECC-uncorrectable memory errors. To do so, MemFI forces the underlying OS to invoke the extended NMI handler. MemFI leverages a kernel-level mechanism and a DBI tool. Specifically, memory addresses to inject an ECC-uncorrectable memory error are specified in the injection phase described in the previous section. The MemFI engine hooks the instruction accessing the address and issues a unique system call whose arguments are the memory address and PID. The OS kernel sends a signal and tells the address to the process with the PID. The signal calls the recovery handler for ECC-uncorrectable memory errors.

5. Implementation

We prototype MemFI on a real-world in-memory KVSes, memcached and Redis. We implement a MemFI engine in memcached 1.6.9 and Redis 6.2.7 on Linux 5.10.0. These MemFI engines run as a dynamic link library in the same address space. The engines hook _libc_start_main() using LD_PRELOAD and spawns a thread that receives requests for invoking MemFI’s mechanisms such as fault injection, object identification, memory access tracing, and checkpointing via network messages with the different port number from the in-memory KVS. In receiving a request to perform a MemFI mechanism, the engines invoke the requested function and return the result.

The prototypes use Intel Pin [50] to trace and hook
the memory accesses. Intel Pin is a dynamic binary instrumentation tool that allows us to hook specific instruction execution and function calls. Our prototypes start hooking memory access instructions in the injection phase and show the instructions that access the specified addresses. The prototypes modify the target memory contents or mimic the ECC module error detection at the specified instructions. The prototypes also use CRIU [51] to checkpoint memory snapshots of the running in-memory KVSe. CRIU is a Linux-based checkpointing mechanism that allows us to take a snapshot of the running processes and restore it. The prototypes checkpoint the running memcached and Redis by spawning a process that executes CRIU commands for memory checkpointing.

6. Case Study: Memcached

To show the effectiveness of MemFI, we check memory error handlers using a MemFI prototype for memcached 1.6.9. We implement two recovery mechanisms for memory errors, software-ECC [17] and the partial-surgery [15], and test their runtime behaviors using MemFI.

6.1 Memcached Internals

Memcached is a multi-threaded in-memory KVS, and its index is based on a hash table. The threads handle requests such as set and get concurrently. When a set command is sent to store a KV, memcached allocates a memory region to save it, calculates a hash value from the key, and registers it in the hash table. Memcached searches the hash table for the target value in the get command.

In memcached, the memory region is managed by its slab allocator. Instead of allocating KV regions in an on-demand manner, the slab allocator creates a slab whose size is 1 MB by default and divides it into chunks. Each slab consists of chunks of a fixed size, but the chunk size varies among slabs. The slabclass groups the slabs whose chunk sizes are the same. To avoid memory fragmentation as much as possible, the slab allocator preserves a value as a chunk having the same size or closest to its size. LRU and free lists chain the chunks in each slabclass. When a value is deleted, the slab allocator chains the chunks of the KV to the free list instead of freeing them.

6.2 MemFI Memcached Engine

The MemFI memcached engine tracks the memcached’s memory objects to obtain their addresses. Fig.4 overviews the memory objects of memcached. The MemFI engine obtains the addresses of KVs and memory objects for their management: slabclass and hash table. Our prototype shows the addresses of key, value, and metadata(item). The prototype searches the KV from a given key and returns its addresses. It also tracks the primary_hashtable[] and the array of slabclass[] as the management objects. When requested, the engine returns their top addresses and sizes.

To help decide which KVs should be fault-injected, the MemFI engine exposes the current states of some management objects. The MemFI engine tracks the hash table and LRU list and shows their chains based on a given parameter. For the hash table, the engine receives an index and shows the chain of its entry in the table while receiving the slabclass number and showing its LRU list chain. The engine also shows all the KVs in a slab by specifying the slabclass number and slab ID. It traces the target slab to extract the KV’s information, checking the size of the KV and itemflags, a flag that the KV is valid or not, in item.

The MemFI engine supports checking the handlers’ behavior in command processing and maintenance tasks. Memcached periodically updates the LRU lists in slabclasses using a dedicated thread while recreating and rehashing the hash table when the KVs become full. These updates involve accesses to items. Runtime tests must cover such cases since they trigger the error handlers by accessing the damaged memory object. Although some maintenance tasks are done every second and triggered by commands, the memcached never performs the other tasks, like rehashing, until the corresponding event occurs. Our memcached engine forces the memcached to perform such an event-driven task by calling the internal functions in memcached to perform runtime tests smoothly. The prototype does so by waking up the assoc_maintenance_thread performing table rehashing.

6.3 Software-based ECC

Software-based ECC protects KVs against memory errors. The software-based ECC detects and corrects the damaged KVs by performing the BCH encode [52] for metadata, key, and value regions and comparing their contents with the checksums to detect and fix the KV damaged by memory errors. The BCH-based checks can detect d bit errors and fix r bit errors, where d and r are variables with two or more values. Our prototype of software-based ECC, integrated into memcached, sets d=3, t=2 and calculates the checksums when a KV is set and updated. The prototype performs the BCH encode for item, key, and value on slabs every update. When accessing them, the prototype recalculates the checksums from the current contents and compares them.
with the preserved ones. If necessary, the prototype fixes the contents using the BCH-based correction.

To confirm that our software-based ECC mechanism protects target memory objects against memory errors, we perform runtime tests of the prototype using the MemFI memcached engine. We set up memcached to be filled with 10 million KVs, each 5 to 10 KB in size. Its memory utilization is 10 GB. We insert bit-flip errors into metadata, key, and value at various access points using MemFI. We insert a single bit-flip into each object at the access points in the code path of the get command and check whether our software-based ECC repairs the object contents.

The result reveals that the MemFI engine successfully inserts the bit-flip errors into the target object and timing, and the prototype of software-based ECC repairs the object contents consistently with other management objects. Here, we show the two cases. One is that the get command accesses the fault-injected address in the key area. The other is that the LRU-list maintenance task, lru_maintainer touches the fault-injected region in the item area. In both cases, our software-based ECC detects and corrects the injected errors.

We also have to warm-up the memcached many times since it consists of various KVs and their metadata and frequently accesses them in the command processing and maintenance tasks. After a runtime check is done, we need to warm-up memcached again. The snapshot restoration of 10 GB memcached used in this experiment takes 20 seconds, while the time to warm-up memcached by feeding the KVs is 106 seconds. MemFI significantly shortens the time for testing the memory error handling.

6.4 Partial-surgery

The partial-surgery is an approach to enforcing in-memory KVSes to survive ECC-uncorrectable memory errors. The approach finds memory objects in the error-affected memory pages and reorganizes the in-memory structures when the ECC hardware module detects ECC-uncorrectable memory errors. Our prototype of partial-surgery aware memcached handles ECC-uncorrectable memory errors in slabs. The prototype releases the damaged slab and deletes the KVs in that slab from the hash table and LRU/Free lists. If the memory pages where the other memory objects reside are corrupted, It terminates in a fail-stop manner. The prototype updates the slabclass metadata when discarding a corrupted slab, and the Linux kernel never reuses the damaged pages. It eliminates the pointer to the corrupted slab and overwrites the number of slabs. Also, our prototype accesses the valid KVs by directly accessing the undamaged slabs, and re-registers them in the hash table to reconstruct its chains and LRU list. In so doing, it also extracts the free regions of the slabs and chains them in each slabclass to restore the free list.

We test the recovery behavior of our partial-surgery aware memcached with MemFI. In the runtime tests, MemFI inserts ECC-uncorrectable memory errors into various objects since the prototype’s memory error handlers depend on the memory object. MemFI mimics the ECC-uncorrectable memory error by sending the signal to the process in accessing the target address. Our runtime test inserts the errors into slabs and other objects like a hash table. The injections are done at all the accesses to the damaged objects in get and set paths.

The prototype of the partial surgery consists of four types of memory error handlers: hashtable, key, value, and items. Memcached performs one access to the hashtable in processing a get command. Similar to the software-based ECC case, it can take quite a long time with existing fault injectors and warm-up from scratch since checking the handlers requires the injection of memory errors into the target memory addresses at the specific instructions and repeatedly warm-up of memcached. The MemFI-based runtime tests perform them efficiently, as described above.

7. Case Study: Redis

We also prototype MemFI and implement two mechanisms for memory errors on Redis 6.2.7. We implement the partial-surgery and the memory error aware KV saving, borrowing the idea of software-based ECC.

7.1 Redis Internals

Redis is a widely-used KVS whose memory management differs from memcached’s. The big difference is that Redis’s memory management relies on third-party libraries and allocates a memory chunk on demand. Redis allocates a memory chunk for metadata, key, and value for every set request, and the chunks point to each other. Redis frees the corresponding chunks via the library functions when a delete request arrives. Also, it maintains a chain hash table as the KV index, similar to memcached.

When a KV set request arrives, Redis first creates KV metadata, called dictEntry, and registers it to a dictht, a chain-based hash table used as the index. The chains consist of dictEntries. Then, Redis allocates the key and value buffers and links them to the dictEntry. In so doing, Redis calls library functions to allocate memory regions for the objects. There are robj between KVs and dictEntry. Redis also looks up the hash table with the requested key and returns the value to the clients upon receiving get requests. Redis has another dictht to rehash the hash table incrementally.

7.2 MemFI Redis Engine

The MemFI Redis engine obtains the current memory object layout by tracking the hash table. Fig. 5 shows an overview of Redis’s memory objects. The MemFI engine detects the addresses of KVs, their metadata (dictEntry and robj), and the hash table. The engine searches a KV from a given key and returns the addresses of its key, value, dictEntry, and robj. Also, the engine returns the top address and size of dictht[] if requested.

To help know the internals of the running Redis, the
MemFI Redis engine walks the hash chain of a given index in the hash table and shows the addresses of the KVs’ objects in the chain. The Redis engine is much simpler than the memcached one due to Redis’ simple design. Redis does not manage LRU- and free-lists and does not employ its memory allocator and background threads that perform maintenance tasks.

7.3 Partial-surgery

We elaborate the partial-surgery approach into Redis 6.2.7. Our Redis employs a memory allocator specialized for KVs and dictEntries. The memory allocator pre-allocates a memory pool exclusively used to avoid interleaving the library’s metadata in their memory pages. Its design is based on the slab allocator that creates a slab pool in the initialization, divides it into chunks, and allocates them. The prototype prepares slabs and slabclasses for each type of memory object. For example, it allocates a key from the chunks of a slab for the key. To do so, the prototype annotates the memory allocation with the type of memory object so that our memory allocator can identify the slabs to use. It has three groups of slabs: key, value, and dictEntry. This design releases us to restore the library’s metadata since the library metadata is in the header of the memory pool. Although the memory allocator of Redis is dramatically changed from the original one, the MemFI engine can trace the KVs in the same way since any entries of dictEntry and robj are not modified.

To confirm that our Redis protects target memory objects against ECC-uncorrectable memory errors, we perform runtime tests of the prototype using the MemFI Redis engine. We set up Redis to be filled up with 10 million KVs, each of which is 5 to 10 KB in size, a total of 10 GB, and insert ECC-uncorrectable memory errors into dictEntry, key, and value. We insert the errors into each object at all the access points in the code path of the get and set commands and check whether the partial-surgery handlers repair the failed objects. We insert the errors into each object at all the access points in the code path of the get and set commands and check whether the partial-surgery handlers repair the failed objects.

The result reveals that MemFI allows us to check the runtime behavior of our partial-surgery aware Redis against ECC-uncorrectable memory errors. For example, when MemFI inserts an ECC-uncorrectable memory error into a dictEntry, the Redis identifies the address of the damaged dictEntry and prunes it and the successors of its chain. It also unregisters the KV from the hashtable when a key or value is damaged by an ECC-uncorrectable memory error of MemFI.

The snapshot restoration of 10 GB Redis used in this experiment takes 24 seconds, while the time to warm-up Redis by feeding the KVs is 415 seconds. As in the memcached case, MemFI significantly shortens the time for testing the memory error handling in Redis.

7.4 Memory Error-aware KV Saving

The KV saving feature in Redis stores the current in-memory KVs on storage. When receiving a save request, Redis spawns a child process to store the KVs and concurrently handle KV commands. If the KVs are damaged and their contents are stored in storage, Redis restored from the KV log returns the wrong values of the KVs. We extend the KV saving mechanism to be memory error aware, borrowing the idea of software-based ECC. Our KV saving checks whether or not the KVs are damaged by memory errors in storing them to storage. As the original software-based ECC mechanism described in Sec. 6.3, the extended Redis performs the BCH encode for a KV and its metadata and preserves the checksums when they are set and updated. The memory error-aware KV saving calculates the checksums of a KV and its dictEntry with the BCH code and compares the checksums to the last ones before storing. The KV saving writes the KVs’ contents into the log if the current checksums are equal to the last ones. If not equal, our mechanism repairs the KV contents or disposes of the KV if the contents restoration using BCH is impossible.

Similar to other case studies, we perform a MemFI-based test to check the runtime behavior of the memory error-aware KV saving. We use Redis with the same configuration as in the previous section and perform our KV saving after inserting two- and three-bit errors into various keys, values, and dictEntries. The result shows that the memory error-aware KV saving successfully deals with the KVs damaged by MemFI’s injected errors. Our KV saving repairs the contents of KVs and dictEntries with the two bits errors and stores their correct contents. On the other hand, it skips the three bits error-ed KVs to store since the BHC-based restoration cannot fix their contents. Like the previous case, MemFI can perform the runtime test more efficiently than the legacy techniques in our KV saving since we can check the target handler’s behavior in a comprehensive manner by injecting and firing bit flips to the appropriate object at the desirable points with the fast restoration for every trial.

Note that we did not implement the regular software-based ECC on Redis, like the case study of memcached. This is because we avoid the overlap with our memory error-aware
KV saving that uses the software-based ECC checking.

8. Comparison with other FI Tools

We compare MemFI with existing fault injectors from the efficiency viewpoint for runtime tests. To do so, we build a trial model to estimate how many FI trials are needed for testing target memory error handlers. Based on the model, we compare MemFI with two types of fault injectors widely used in previous studies: one is to invert the contents of the operand register in a randomly selected instruction from all instructions [29],[53] (all-random), and the other is to change the register contents in randomly selected one instruction from all the memory access instructions [54] (mem-random).

8.1 FI Trial Model

The time for the FI experiments can be expressed as the “Each Trial Time(ETT)” × “Trial Numbers(TN)”. ETT is the time for each fault injection trial. The time-consuming task in testing memory error handlers is to check the consistency of all the memory objects after their recovery. This task has to be done manually with existing automated fault injectors and MemFI, and is dominant of ETT. We note that TN execution time of random-based FIs is smaller than MemFI due to the involvement of its manual tasks like address/instruction specification.

Although the current MemFI-based test involves some manual tasks, including runtime information checks and error injection specification, the trial execution time of random-based FIs is shorter than MemFI. We note that the dominant task in FI-based runtime tests is to check whether the triggered error handler behaves correctly; we manually check the handler correctly detects/fixes the errored objects and whether other objects in the in-memory KVS are consistent. These tasks are required with random-based FIs and MemFI. Thus, we focus on TN, the number of FI trials to generate the desired memory error situation with a fault injector. MemFI’s TN is one because it inserts a bit-flip into the target virtual addresses and fires it at a time specified in advance. On the other hand, the TN of the existing fault injectors is based on a binomial distribution; the injectors randomly insert errors to the target instruction (success) or not (fail). This is widely used in the dependable computing communities [55]. The binomial distribution is a probability distribution that the number of successes X follows in n Bernoulli trials. If the probability of success per trial is p, the probability of success k times within n trials, i.e., \( P(X = k) \) can be calculated from the equation:

\[
P(X = k) = \binom{n}{k} p^k (1 - p)^{n-k} \quad (k = 0, 1, 2, ..., n).
\]

We set the success probability p as the probability that a random-based fault injector hits the target instruction where we want to fire the error. This is expressed by:

\[
p = \frac{\text{Number of Target Instructions (I_{target})}}{\text{Number of Total Instructions (I_{total})}}.
\]

I_{total} is the number of the instructions into which the fault injector inserts bit flips as the candidates, while I_{target} is the number of instructions to be fired for generating the desired memory error condition. By taking the sum of \( P(X = k) \) from \( k = 1 \) to \( n \), we can determine the probability of at least one hit in n trials. For example, an event with \( p = 0.01\% \) has a probability of about 63% for \( n = 10000 \) and a probability of about 95% for \( n = 30000 \) to hit at least once. We define the TN in the random FI approaches as n when the probability of at least one hit exceeds 95% of all trials, as follows:

\[
TN = n \left( \sum_{k=1}^{n} P(X = k) \geq 0.95 \right).
\]

8.2 Comparison using Runtime Information

We estimate the number of trials (TN) for each injector on the memcached and Redis cases described in Sec. 6 and Sec.7. In the case study, we used a workload that sets 10 million items of different sizes from 10B to 5KB (10GB in total) and then sends a get request for each item.

In memcached case, to check the memory error handlers, we have to generate nine error situations; the target objects are three (item, key, and value), and events of accessing them are three(set, get, lru_crawler_thread). We calculate the TNs of the all-random and mem-random for each error case based on the above model. To determine the p, we collect various runtime information, shown in Table 1, using Intel Pin. We estimate the trial costs using the collected values. For example, I_{target} on the item error case in a get command is \( 36 \times 10,000,000 = 360,000,000 \) times. Therefore, the probability p using all-random is \( 360,000,000 / 171,405,295,000 = 0.21\% \). Table 3 summarizes the TN for each error case. The result reveals that the random-based injectors require hundreds to tens of thousands of FI trials. TN, even with mem-random, exceeds 10,000 in some cases. Since MemFI can always inject errors into the target instruction at the desired time, its TN is one.

The Redis case is similar to the memcached one. Six error situations are required in the Redis case; the target objects are three (dictEntry-robj, key, and value), and the events of accessing them are three(set, get, lru). As in the memcached case, we calculate the TNs of the all-random and mem-random for each error case using the trial model and runtime information shown in Table 2. Table 4 summarizes the TN for each error case. The table shows that the existing random FI methods require hundreds to tens of thousands of trials.

For both KVSs, TN of existing random methods was found to be enormous, while MemFI’s TN is one due to its memory object-level injection and error firing control. In addition, MemFI restores target KVS internals by leveraging a memory snapshot and allows us to perform FI trials smoothly. In our experimental setting, as described in Sec. 6 and Sec.7, the restoration time is reduced by 82% for the memcached case and 94% for the Redis case.

9. Discussions and Limitations

Memory errors severely impact modern in-memory KVSes, and software mechanisms for memory errors are essential to enhance their dependability. MemFI facilitates the runtime
Table 1  Instructions under Memcached Workload.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All instructions</th>
<th>MemFI</th>
<th>Mem-randon</th>
<th>All-random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory-Access instructions</td>
<td>171,405,295,000</td>
<td>57,875,621,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>set command for 1 KV</th>
<th>item</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>key</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>value</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get command for 1 KV</td>
<td>item</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>key</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>value</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lua_crawler thread for 1 KV</td>
<td>item</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>key</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>value</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Instructions under Redis Workload.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All instructions</th>
<th>MemFI</th>
<th>Mem-randon</th>
<th>All-random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory-Access instructions</td>
<td>124,884,126,000</td>
<td>49,045,398,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>set command for 1 KV</th>
<th>dictEntry+obj</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>dictEntry+obj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>key</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>value</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get command for 1 KV</td>
<td>dictEntry+obj</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>dictEntry+obj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>key</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>value</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  Trial Numbers in Memcached Experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objects / Operation</th>
<th>All-random</th>
<th>Mem-randon</th>
<th>MemFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>item / set</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>key / set</td>
<td>8,560</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value / set</td>
<td>51,650</td>
<td>17,650</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item / get</td>
<td>1,430</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>key / get</td>
<td>8,560</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value / get</td>
<td>51,650</td>
<td>17,650</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item / crawler</td>
<td>2,495</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>key / crawler</td>
<td>27,240</td>
<td>8,800</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value / crawler</td>
<td>51,650</td>
<td>17,650</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4  Trial Numbers in Redis Experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objects / Operation</th>
<th>All-random</th>
<th>Mem-randon</th>
<th>MemFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dictEntry+obj / set</td>
<td>1,670</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>key / set</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value / set</td>
<td>9,370</td>
<td>3,700</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictEntry+obj / get</td>
<td>3,370</td>
<td>1,365</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>key / get</td>
<td>18,730</td>
<td>7,490</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value / get</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>4,910</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test of these mechanisms by identifying the memory objects, injecting errors to the addresses within the target object, and firing them at the various access points. It has several discussions and limitations to be addressed in future work.

**Injection of Memory Errors to Heap Objects:** In-memory KVSeS, most of the memory consumption is occupied by objects in the heap area. For example, in Memcached, the memory usage of slab accounted for 99.4% of the total out of 16 GB memory and in Redis, KVs and dictEntries accounted for 94.5% of the total. MemFI performs more effective runtime tests by covering many types of memory objects, such as text regions and global variables.

**Other Types of In-memory Applications:** The target of MemFI in this paper focuses on in-memory KVSeS, a widely-known in-memory application. Like in-memory KVSeS, other types of in-memory applications such as machine learning and graph analysis also face memory errors relatively to legacy stateless applications due to their large memory footprints. Although we have to design and implement MemFI engines to the target software, the concept of MemFI, which injects memory errors at the memory object level and quickly restores the runtime states of the target one, is applicable and effective to other in-memory applications. As the first step in investigating ways to efficiently test memory error handlers for in-memory applications, this work focuses on the typical one, namely in-memory KVSeS. Ways to facilitate the design of an application-specific MemFI engine need to be explored to make MemFI more applicable and showing how effective MemFI-based runtime tests are to in-memory applications is one of our future work.

**Automatic Object Layout Analysis:** The types of memory objects depend on applications. The prototypes of the MemFI engines for memcached and Redis traces the target objects manually: We select the target memory objects such as slabs and dictEntry, and implement the object trace functionalities with the application-specific knowledge. To facilitate the implementation of MemFI engines, runtime tools automatically extract the internals at the memory object level, and the addresses of the objects are valuable.

**Automatic Injection Scenario Generation:** The prototypes determine the memory addresses and timing for the memory error injection in an interactive manner: we manually specify the addresses and timing based on the object layouts and memory access traces extracted by the MemFI engines. These tasks are harder as memory error handlers, memory objects, and access points are more. Exploring automatic testing ways that generate memory error injection scenarios, inject memory errors based on the scenarios, and check behaviors of the error handlers is an important topic. By using automatic scenario generation and object analysis described above, we can perform a memory error injection campaign to various memory error handlers for behavior checks and comparison of different types of handlers.

**10. Related Work**

Compared to the state-of-the-art techniques, the representative feature of MemFI is to inject memory errors at the memory object-level at runtime. This allows us to trigger the execution of the target error handlers, leading to the efficient checks of their behavior.

Software Fault Injectors (SFIs) are effective in observing the runtime behaviors of the target software against various faults. Typical SFIs mimic a memory error by inserting bit-flips into the destination register in a randomly chosen instruction [28]–[31]. The approach is inefficient in testing memory error handlers. Since the handler’s behavior depends on the memory object, a developer has to repeatedly perform fault injection until the injector inserts the bit-flip to the memory object whose damage triggers the target memory error handlers. Yim et al. present an SFI technique that tracks the memory accesses of the target applications at the OS kernel level, extracts accessed memory pages, and injects errors into them [54]. Since it is application-independent but cannot insert errors into the target memory objects, we cannot trigger the corresponding memory error handler intentionally. Other SFIs [24], [56] are used for checking error handlers by hooking library functions to return error values.
Such library function errors cannot lead to the execution of memory error handlers triggered by accessing the damaged addresses in their target objects.

Due to the unique characteristics of the memory error handlers in in-memory KV SEs, as described above, existing dynamic/static analysis methods take much work to test their code. Fuzzing is a runtime testing method to detect bugs and discover vulnerabilities. It generates inputs for the target applications to walk as much of their program code as possible. Its approaches generate inputs from using the specific format or grammar [25, 57, 58], create mutation sets by changing the seeds [26], [27], [59]–[64], and uses both methods [65]–[69]. Although these approaches improve code coverage, it is hard to test memory error handlers; since these handlers are triggered only when the target applications access the memory address damaged by a memory error; feeding KV commands cannot fire the error handlers.

FIFUZZ [24] is a hybrid approach of fuzzing and fault injection. To improve the code coverage, FIFUZZ feeds various inputs to the target applications while hooking library calls to inject errors so that error handling code can be executed. Both techniques cannot mimic ECC-uncorrectable memory error, failing to trigger their handlers. TTTVM [70] and FaultVisor [71], [72] leverage system virtualization to debug operating system components by generating hardware events. These approaches do not insert memory errors.

Dynamic analysis using symbol execution is helpful to check runtime behavior of the target applications [73], [74]. It substitutes values into variables used in the conditional statements to execute as many branches as possible. The symbol execution cannot trigger handlers for ECC-uncorrectable memory errors.

Static analysis is an effective approach to detecting software bugs. It analyzes the source code of the target applications statically and checks the code, even error handling code, by using pattern matching, data/control flow graphs, and so on [75], [76]. However, the static analysis is hard to check the memory error handlers since these behaviors depend on the internals of the in-memory KV SEs at runtime.

11. Conclusion

Since memory errors severely impact in-memory KV SEs, software mechanisms for hardening them against memory errors have been explored. Testing the error-handling code of these software mechanisms is challenging due to its unique characteristics. This paper presents MemFI that supports efficient runtime tests for memory error handlers of in-memory KV SEs. MemFI injects memory errors at the memory object level and fires them at various instruction points while quickly warming up the target in-memory KV SEs by leveraging a memory checkpointing feature. We prototyped MemFI on two real-world in-memory KV SEs, memcached and Redis, and performed MemFI-based runtime tests for memory error handlers, such as the partial-surgery and software-based ECC, integrated into them. The experiments with the prototypes reveal that the MemFI-based runtime test allows us to efficiently check the error-handlers.
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